
What happened after the brothers publicly admonished the sectarians?

The German translation of this article can be found on the siblings' website.

Chris Gardener first warned publicly in his group "Grace and the Bible.
The Word Of Truth Rightly Divided" against the brethren, calling them
"false  witnesses."  However,  he  had  to  realize  that  everything  the
brethren revealed could be both witnessed and substantiated. As a result,
he first closed many of his public contributions, and finally closed his
own chronicle to the public.

Ines Roth wrote a public warning in her above-mentioned group, apparently
without  having  inquired  beforehand  that  the  siblings  could  both
substantiate and testify to every single statement they made about the
cult. Shortly thereafter, their group was made "invisible" to the public,
i.e., set to "private." - The public, on the other hand, can meanwhile
find on the siblings' website the evidence that Ines Roth is guilty of
the very offenses - and several others - that she accuses others of. Her
blasphemy,  incitement/slander  against  Christians,  and  sectarian
contributions  are  available  for  everyone  to  see.  -  What  makes  us
particularly sad in her case is that she only began actively spreading
hyper-heresies in about early 2021. Before that, she linked videos by
Robert  Breaker,  who  warns precisely  against  the  false  teachings  of
hyperdispensationalism.

Abraham Seed does not seem to care about the Brethren's admonition. On
his  chronicle  there  is  still  permanent  propaganda  for  the  false
teachings. Apparently, his followers are mostly English speakers.

Brat Kiko deactivated his account after "his" cult group was exposed. He
has been admonished publicly and privately by several brethren regarding
his false teachings. We pray for him that he will find room to repent,
which after all he has so far refused to do in his false teachings. 

Prayers are also offered for Gifty Müller and her family, that she and
her husband may keep their children away from the evil teachings of the
sect.

With respect to Rico Kolodzey, we will spare further comment, because on
the sibling´s site you will find enough information about this false
teacher.

The other sectarians of the "Twelve Troop" are mostly connected with
English-speaking sect propaganda sites and people. 

Brothers  and  sisters  from  all  over  the  world  are  warning  about  the
Hyperdisp / MAD system because it is an absolutely satanic perversion of
the truth. The many false tenets of this system were refuted long ago.-
On the sibling´s  website you will find enough material that warns and
enlightens about the false and blasphemous teachings of the Hyperdisp
sect.
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